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A Letter from
Forterra
With this 6th issue of Ampersand, we have now collected 72 stories
about the people and surrounding landscapes that make this the
Pacific Northwest we love. Stories about what makes the place tick
and stories about people working to make sure it never stops.
I’ve set myself a job to connect the dots between some of the latest of
these stories—those appearing in this edition. They’re my connections;
you’ll have different ones, but no matter, together they sum to a vibrant
resiliency for this place, which is what Forterra is about.
I opened a pre-print draft of this Ampersand and with its first story
instantly I was back in 1983—or maybe 1893... didn’t know it was a time
machine—but good stories do that. I was backpacking to Horseshoe
Basin in the Pasayten with my wife Carolyn in August 1983. We spent
a cold night—so cold our water bottles froze—surrounded by the
unnerving sound of bells and rustling. Not a bird-in-the-bush rustle
army on the march. What the hell was going on?
Next morning, cold, stiff and bewildered, the answer came. A huge
flock of sheep had passed through overnight. Differences between
then and now? Few, I think. The shepherds then were Basque; today
they’re Peruvian. Otherwise same animal and same timeless job of
shepherding. Like I said, 1983 or 1893.

PHOTO BY JON LE VESQU E

(or a dozen or twelve dozen birds either), more like the sound of an

Our region’s evolution over the last four

Beacon Hill clearly is a great third place—

decades is reflected in the very next article

know the term? In the same way a salmon run

on Seattle’s Higo. Carolyn and her friend

signals the health of a stream, third places

Gei visit today’s Higo—now called KOBO—

are the indicator species of healthy, cohesive

regularly. It’s a place with the flavor of old

neighborhoods. They’re where we gather as

Japantown, the style of modern Japan and

a community to share, grouse and dream. We

the verve of today’s Seattle. I remember

have a few in our neighborhood: Capitol Hill.

years past when the Murakami sisters ran

One is a restaurant a block away where we

the place. To the west was a pawn shop run

often spend part of a Friday night. Have for

by an old-world couple. On my lunch hour

years and so have many other neighborhood

we would banter across their collection of

families while Marty and Jorge keep it

hocked watches. The pawn shop space is

humming. Marty keeps us posted on his

now MOMO, a ready companion to KOBO.

Greek dance group and Jorge on his kids’

This same old couple—or perhaps it was
their parents—while running the pawn shop,
watched over the Jackson building and the
Higo store for the Murakami family during
World War II, when the family was interned
in Minidoka, Idaho. An endearing wisp of

latest victories and travails. Neither office
nor living room, it’s a third kind of place,
which beckons us heedless of the dismal rain
or blazing sun. It helps makes a collection of
homes into a neighborhood—like The Station
does for Beacon Hill.

family-to-family kindness in stark contrast

These are my connections. You’ll have others.

to our massive national mistake. To me, this

Or you will, if you stay in the region for any

tiny corner of the International District has

length of time. So what am I saying here? Two

successfully pivoted to today’s city—and

things, really. A sustainable region is a place

it’s worth pondering why. Surely part of the

where its people can set roots deep. It’s these

reason is that it stayed in scale and character.

roots that in turn commit its people to the

It both honors and refreshes its past.

region’s sustainability. I can’t divide the

Lake Serene is a more complex, freighted
connection. Several years ago I was with an
old friend and a new one, hiking off-trail to
Serene and then up a snow route to Index

whole of this, this interdependence of people
and place. I can only illustrate it by showing
how I’ve personally intersected with many of
these stories.

Peak. The new friend had a minor accident,

So there’s the ‘why’ behind Ampersand: to

so I stayed with him whiling the time by

give voice to all the discordant, harmonious,

tracking my old friend crossing steep snow

enlivening

fields to the peak above. I understood

this place that somehow coalesce to make

then and there that we were not made the

us the great Pacific Northwest—the great

same way—perhaps even from different

sustainable Pacific Northwest. We’re not

subspecies. Traverses that would take all

trying to define the inchoate. We’re simply

my concentration and meager ability, he

storytellers

sashayed across as if strolling in Volunteer

irreducible mix of nature and people that

Park. A few years later he was swept away

make this the place we love.

and

for

disconcerting

that

stories

of

mind-boggling,

by an avalanche that had no right being
where it was.
I could continue spinning this web of
connections, rivaling an orb-weaving spider.

G ENE DUVERNOY

Here’s just one more. The Station on Seattle’s
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A sustainable region is a place where its
people can set roots deep. It’s these roots
that in turn commit its people to the region’s
sustainability.
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Washington’s
Sheepherders
PHOTOG R APHY AND ESSAY BY SOFIA JAR AMILLO

On a warm summer morning, dozens of miles

swaths of land, moving hundreds of the

away from civilization out in the Okanogan-

animals throughout Eastern Washington.

Wenatchee National Forest, Geronimo De La
Cruz sits on a tree stump and watches over
a flock of sheep. Wind wisps through pine
trees, the sun gleams down.

He is one within a group of workers from Peru
who come to Washington under the federal
H-2A visa program to work as sheepherders.
H-2A allows agricultural employers to hire

De La Cruz spends most of the year in

foreign workers for seasonal jobs that would

solitude. Following the seasonal grazing

not be filled otherwise. The workers arrive

schedules of sheep, he travels across vast

with comprehensive husbandry knowledge

SHE E P ARE LOADE D ONTO A TRUCK AT THE MARTINEZ’ S L AMBING
CAMP IN MABTON . AF TE R SPE NDING THE WINTE R IN BARNS , SHE E P
ARE TRUCKE D OUT TO VARIOUS G R AZING ALLOTME NTS IN THE SPRING
TO FE E D. THE SHE E P G R AZE ON PRIVATE AND PU B LIC L AND IN RE MOTE
ARE AS THROUG HOUT E ASTE RN WASHINGTON . HE RDE RS M UST WATCH
CARE FU LLY OVE R THE SHE E P TO PROTEC T THE M AGAINST PRE DATORS
AND KE E P THE M FE D.

gained from the sheepherding industry in the

a time. Most of the sheepherders are married

Peruvian city of Huancayo, a high-altitude

men in their 40s or older with families back in

metropolis where surrounding mountains

Peru. They work alone, living in small trailers,

provide steep, luscious terrain for sheep.

camping out under the stars, providing for

On call 24 hours a day, seven days a week and
earning about $1,200 a month, the herders’
main duty is to watch and protect sheep
from predators. They work 2.5-year periods
before returning to Peru for three months at

their wives and college-bound children. They
hope their children might pursue other
careers. And for that they are grateful.

RIG HT
CASSE LY DE L A CRUZ , 32 , WATCHES
SHE E P AS THE Y ARE LOADE D INTO A
TRUCK NE AR MOXE E . DE L A CRUZ IS
THE YOU NG EST OF THE SHE E PHE RDE RS
WORKING

ALONGSIDE

HIS

FATHE R ,

HE R ACLIO, AND HIS U NCLE G E RONIMO.

B E LOW
FE RMIN

SALOMON

CORR AL S

SHE E P

AT THE MARTINEZ L AMBING CAMP IN
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MABTON .
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HE R ACLIO DE L A CRUZ MOVES SHE E P ALONG U. S . HIG HWAY 97 NE AR BLEWET T PASS .
AT ITS PE AK DU RING THE 1970S , THE MARTINEZ OPE R ATION ’ S G R AZING L ANDS
SPANNE D FROM RICHL AND TO T WISP. THE FAMILY HAD ABOUT 12 ,000 SHE E P, BUT
NOW HAVE ABOUT 4 ,000.

SHE E P J U MP OUT OF A TRUCK AS THE Y ARE LET OUT TO G R AZE . TO PREVE NT
THE DESTRUC TION OF G R AZING L AND, SHE E PHE RDE RS MOVE THE ANIMAL S
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ABOUT EVE RY T WO DAYS .

G E RONIMO DE L A CRUZ TAKES HIS LU NCH B RE AK IN HIS TR AILE R . ALL FOOD
AND MATE RIAL S ARE SU PPLIE D BY THE OWNE R OF S . MARTINEZ LIVESTOCK .
SINCE THE Y M UST KE E P A CLOSE E YE ON THE SHE E P, HE RDE RS R ARE LY
HAVE THE OPPORTU NIT Y TO GO INTO CITIES AND SHOP. IN HIS DOWNTIME
DE L A CRUZ RE ADS OR LISTE NS TO THE R ADIO ON HIS PHONE .

FE RMIN

SALOMON

WATCHES

SHE E P

AS

THE Y ARE LET OUT INTO PASTU RE DU RING
THE

B EGINNING

OF

G R AZING

SE ASON .

SHE E PHE RDING IS L ABOR- INTE NSIVE WORK
AND COMES WITH LONG HOU RS OF SOLITU DE .

Frank-ness and
Conciliation for Times
Past and Present
BY SAM HOWE VERHOVEK
PHOTOG R APHY BY G LENN NEL SON

What to make of a defiant man who was
arrested more than 50 times during his
younger years and accused by our state of a
crime that he fought all the way to the United
States Supreme Court on the principle that
it was, in fact, no crime at all? Who battled
for much of his life, was cursed at by state
and federal officials and reveled in being a
living example of civil disobedience—all to
make the larger point that cooperation was
the key to our survival?
“We’re all in the same canoe,” Billy Frank Jr.
PAGE 16

liked to say. “And we have got to learn to
paddle together.”
Frank

was

the

cantankerous

Nisqually

Indian leader whose successful crusade
for tribal fishing rights made him one of
the most legendary figures in Washington
state history. He was quite comfortable
with his many contradictions. And though
he died three years ago, at the age of 83, I
have been thinking of him a lot this year as
a living example of how one might navigate
the troubled currents of our civic life, both
local and national.
To many in the Pacific Northwest, of
course, this has been something of an
annus horribilis, during which we have felt
frustratingly powerless. We’ve been unable,
for example, to stop the smoke of forest
fires both distant and near from choking
our region in ugly acrid haze this summer,
or mitigate the effects in any way until the
winds themselves simply decided it was
time to blow in a different direction. We
were caught unawares a few weeks later,
when a rupture in giant nets at a Skagit
County fish pen abruptly dumped tens of
thousands of farmed Atlantic salmon into

our waterways, a bizarre yet deadly serious
threat to the biological integrity and health
of our iconic wild salmon stocks.
And this was just the local misfortune, to
say nothing of a national dialogue that at
times seemed so profoundly, surreally and
dismayingly off-course. How could sickening
images from Charlottesville, Virginia, of
torches and swastikas and aggrieved young
men chanting, “Jew will not replace us,”
prompt such an equivocal response from the
elected leader of our country?
Were he alive today, Billy Frank Jr. would
have some choice, surely profane words to
say about all of this. And while he did say
we’re all in the same canoe, I think he would
have had no hesitation in dumping overboard
anyone trying to gash a hole in the side of
the vessel. Still, the biggest battle Frank ever
waged, the one that made him an iconic civil
rights leader, was actually for the right to
cooperate. American Indians, he argued, had
no say over a right guaranteed to them by
treaty, so he fought for their voice.

the age of 14 for the crime of fishing. He kept
fishing in his beloved Nisqually River and
in other time-honored spots, and suffered
through arrests and repeated confiscation
of his gear. All the while he contended that
treaties dating to the 19th century clearly
gave Native American tribes the right to fish
and hunt in all of their “usual and accustomed
places,” while state officials contended he
and

his

fellow

American

Indians

were

breaking the law.
Getting arrested, Frank explained to the
media, was a way of telling his story. That
tale was amplified when famous people like
Marlon Brando and Dick Gregory attended
his “fish-ins”—and got arrested with him. It
was a story that found its way into federal
court. In 1974, the Nisqually and nearly two
dozen other tribes in Washington state won
a stunning victory when U.S. District Court
Judge George Hugo Boldt ruled squarely
in their favor. The tribes won the right they
had been seeking all along: To co-manage
salmon stocks with the state. In other words,
they fought so that they could cooperate.
(The principle was extended far beyond our
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Frank first was arrested in December 1945 at

state when the Supreme Court later upheld

material. CLT, as the product is known, is

the Boldt Decision).

currently in wider use in Europe than in

For more than 30 years after his legal victory,
Frank served as chairman of the Northwest
Indian Fisheries Commission. In this role, he
amply demonstrated his ability to cooperate;

the U.S., but adoption here could provide
thousands of jobs in economically depressed
areas that have been passed over by the
tech-fueled boom in Seattle.

the whole point was to work with government

“It will be good for people in rural Washington

agencies for healthy rivers and sustainable

and it will be good for the people in our

harvests. In his later years he actually was

cities where (most of) this beautiful material

recognized far more for his conciliation

is destined,” Darrington Mayor Dan Rankin

skills than for any verbal bellicosity. “A man

said of the CLT initiative at Forterra’s

unsuited to vengeance,” as Seattle author

annual breakfast earlier this year. “When

Timothy Egan once called him, Frank was

this succeeds, our whole Pacific Northwest

a key force in getting timber companies,

wins.”

Were he present in these troubled times,
Billy Frank Jr. would be looking for ways to
bring together people of opposing views.
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environmental

commercial

The year after Frank died, President Obama

fishing interests together to forge two

groups

signed into law the aptly named Billy Frank

landmark

Fish

Jr. Tell Your Story Act, which renamed the

Wildlife Agreement in 1987 and its successor,

Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge in Frank’s

the Forests & Fish Law of 1999.

honor. It also added a national memorial

agreements:

and
the

Timber

Were he present in these troubled times,
Billy Frank Jr. would be looking for ways to
bring together people of opposing views.
He would look approvingly on some recent
small but promising examples of divides
that

have

These

been

include

bridged

rural-urban

in

our

state.

coalitions

for

commemorating the Medicine Creek Treaty
of 1854. This agreement between the U.S.
government and leaders of the Nisqually,
Puyallup and other tribes was one of the
central treaties that Frank had cited whenever
some game warden or sheriff’s deputy called
his fishing a crime.

sustainable farming and logging, such as

Ultimately, Frank somehow leveraged a gutsy

the unlikely alliance among timber interests,

willingness to be labeled a public scourge

tribes and green-architecture proponents

into a position of universal respect. That was

who are vigorously promoting the use of

no easy feat but one worthy of study and

Cross Laminated Timber. The potentially

perhaps emulation in this era, during which

revolutionary

resistance is a buzzword on everyone’s lips.

building

product

can

be

made from thin, burned or scrap trees once
considered virtually useless as a construction

WA S H I N G TO N WO R K S TO G E T H E R

Forterra is leading a bipartisan coalition to bring Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
to Washington State. This innovative wood product sequesters carbon, shortens
construction times and can create tall, beautiful buildings. Here’s the vision: CLT
skyscrapers in our cities; CLT mills in our small towns; and new jobs in our forests on
thinning operations that reduce fire risk and boost forest health.
LEARN MORE AT FORTERRA.ORG/CLT

A Garden Grows
in Nihonmachi
ESSAY BY FLOR ANG E L A DAVIL A
POETRY BY AL AN CHONG L AU

A garden grows in Nihonmachi, just off a

the luggage family members carried to the

Jackson Street alley sandwiched between

Minidoka internment camp.

Kaname Izakaya Restaurant and Tiger Tiger
Tattoo. Small, simple and sculpted with a
wood deck and a wooden slats fence, it
represents the resilience of Seattle’s Japanese
and Japanese American community.

Seattle’s

Japantown

now

also

includes

Chiyo’s Garden, named after the secondoldest Murakami daughter who died from
tuberculosis in 1937. She was only 22. She
and the Murakami family lived in the Jackson

The small plot once served the Murakami

Building, a building Sanzo Murakami, in fact,

family, who lived and worked in the adjacent

helped build. The family resided above their

Jackson Building. You might know the story

Higo Variety Store, and through a window

of the Murakami’s Higo Variety Store: how it

Chiyo Murakami would have stared out at this

sold life’s essentials to a thriving Japanese

plot of land. The river rocks, a stone lantern,

community

Japantown

the Daphne and ornamental grasses are new

neighborhood; how it was boarded up

additions for Chiyo’s Garden, a community

during the Japanese incarceration of World

restoration

War II; and how it returned post-war for

Museum, the Murakami family and KOBO at

locals who wanted nothing but to rebuild

Higo that opened this year. But the garden’s

and return to ordinary life. KOBO at Higo,

Japanese pear tree dates all the way back

the retail shop and art gallery, now occupies

one century plus, still bearing round crisp

the longtime five-and-dime. But inside the

fruit in late summer and early fall, its roots

business stands an exhibit with Murakami

refusing to surrender because this patch of

family photos and personal items, including

dirt is home.
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VISION

in

FOR

RE PRESE NTING

a

THE
THE

bustling

GARDE N
FOU R

IMAGINE D

M U R AK AMI

IN

project

WATE RCOLOR .

CHILDRE N ,

WOU LD

BE

FOU R

by

the

WOODE N

PAINTE D

WITH

Wing

Luke

SCU LP TU RES ,
TR ADITIONAL

KIMONO PAT TE RNS AND PL ACE D AROU ND THE PE AR TRE E . THE RE D SCU LP TU RE RE PRESE NTS
CHIYO. THE FROG OR K AERU ECHOES THE ORIGINAL THAT H U NG ON THE HIGO STORE FRONT SIG N .
WATERCOLOR COURTESY OF THE WING LUKE MUSEUM .

TOP LE F T: THE GARDE N IS FR AME D IN PART BY A WOODE N FE NCE THAT SHOWS THE G ROW TH , DECLINE
AND RE BIRTH OF SE AT TLE ’ S JAPANESE AME RICAN COMM U NIT Y, FROM THE ARRIVAL OF 235 JAPANESE
IMMIG R ANTS BY STE AMSHIP IN 1896 THROUG H THE INCARCE R ATION IN 1942 AND U P U NTIL 2010, WHE N
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THE POPU L ATION NE ARE D 8 ,000. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE WING LUKE MUSEUM .
BOT TOM LE F T: DETAIL OF THE WOODE N SCU LPTU RES . IMAGE COURTESY OF THE WING LUKE MUSEUM .
TOP RIG HT: MATSUYO M U R AK AMI STANDS IN THE DOORWAY OF HE R HIGO VARIET Y STORE ON SOUTH
WE LLE R STRE ET, CIRCA 1912 . HE R H USBAND SANZO M U R AK AMI FIRST RE NTE D A STORE FRONT IN
THE PRESLE Y HOTE L ON WE LLE R B E FORE MOVING HIGO TO JACKSON STRE ET IN 1932 . THE COU PLE
E MIG R ATE D FROM JAPAN ’ S KU MAMOTO PRE FEC TU RE; HIGO IS THE NAME OF A CIT Y IN THE PRE FEC TU RE
AND SANZO M U R AK AMI ’ S BIRTHPL ACE . THE STORE WAS BOARDE D U P AND CARE D FOR BY NEIG HBORS
WHE N THE M U R AK AMI FAMILY WAS INCARCE R ATE D. AF TE R THE WAR , THE THRE E M U R AK AMI CHILDRE N
OPE R ATE D THE STORE , WHICH L ASTE D FOR 75 YE ARS . IMAGE COURTESY OF THE WING LUKE MUSEUM .
B E LOW: CHIYO’ S GARDE N IN FU LL B LOOM , SE PTE MB E R 2017. PHOTO BY MAT T CHAN AND ANDRE CHOW.

the garden at higo
BY AL AN CHONG L AU

1
AN IMAGINARY PAGE FROM
CHIYO MURAKAMI’S DIARY 1936

south washington
main
king
lane
dearborn
jackson
these were the streets
that formed
seattle’s nihonmachi
our store on
south weller was started by
my parents sanzo
and matsuyo
this was my home
until I was 22
bedridden from tuberculosis
i gaze out
my bedroom window
to the grass below
see our dog skippy
tail wagging
under the japanese pear tree
nihonmachi kids
play fort
with our cardboard boxes
taking aim
with pea shooters
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weller

when we burn
everything up in the yard
orange flames
lick a cloudy sky
unable to sleep
i can hear
the hushed prayers
of okā-san, otō-san
aya, kay and masa
slip up the stairs
i wish i could help
decorate the store
for xmas
but i’ll be gone
before this whole neighborhood
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disappears

THE VIEW FROM CHIYO’ S WINDOW BY AL AN L AU. WATE RCOLOR ON RICE PAPE R , 2017

2
KOBO COMES TO HIGO

after the war
there were the missing
and the dead
not everyone came back
dispersed to wherever
they could find work
but those who did
found the higo store
still standing
saved by a pawn shop neighbor
home again
for those
starting interrupted lives
over in the re-assembled
architecture
that follows hysteria

of a frog
that once graced
advertisements on
a fading theatre wall
the murakami store
returns
from a patch of weeds
surrounded from city streets
a garden emerges
for the living
and yes, the branches
of this 100 year-old tree
where children
once played
still bear fruit

To the memory of the Higo Variety Store and Binko and John,
owners of KOBO at Higo
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like the emblem

LET
NATURE

CHA

YOUR
MIND
BY B R ANG IE N DAVIS
PHOTOG R APHY BY JON LEVE SQU E

ANGE
LAKE SERENE SITS JUST SOUTH OF MOUNT INDEX IN THE CENTRAL CASCADES RANGE,
glistening high above Gold Bar at an elevation of about 2,500 feet. You can access it by
hiking a steadily inclining trail through old growth evergreens, abundant fern beds and mossy
undergrowth. A serene state of mind is harder to geolocate, but according to recent brain
science, a walk in the woods will get you there, too.
On this particular morning, I haven’t arrived at either yet. After a few false starts (including the
car not starting), my husband Daniel and I pull away from the house at the crack of 10:45 a.m.
Heading north on Interstate 5 toward Stevens Pass, my brain travels well-tread loops of
agitation. Why didn’t we get up earlier? Why didn’t we buy the trail snacks last night? Why is
it so hard for us to spontaneously hit the road? We really should’ve started earlier. And so on.

Having previously interviewed an expert on

brain activity (scanned or self-reported),

this style of fretting, I know the psychological

but those who took the nature walk saw a

term for it: rumination (from the Latin, “to

reduction in self-reported rumination and

chew over again”). Unlike introspection,

significantly less activity in the sgPFC—as

which

rumination

if it simmered down. In short: Those who

involves repetition of negative thoughts and

walked in nature felt more clear-headed. For

fixation on problems rather than solutions.

anyone who enjoys a leafy walk, these results

Greg Bratman, assistant professor of Nature,

aren’t terribly shocking.

can

be

productive,

Health and Recreation at the University of
PAGE 26

Washington’s School of Environmental and
Forest Sciences, studies nature as a potential
salve for this sort of self-criticism, which
can range from standard worrying to full-on
depression and mental illness.

with rumination,” Bratman told me over the
phone. “So if you ruminate less, you could
perform better in other cognitive tasks.” His
specific area of research is mental health.
“I’m focused on the emotional effect of a
nature walk—the possibility that it could
increase our cognitive ability to get a grip on
our emotional state.”

incidence in urban dwellers—are associated
with an area of the brain called the subgenual
prefrontal cortex (sgPFC). In a 2015 study,
Bratman scanned for activity in this region
after

that his chosen field of study is viewed as
common knowledge. “We know being in
nature makes us feel better. But we’re trying

Back on I-5, I ponder the healing potential
of nature while crawling through the IES
(Inevitable Everett Slowdown). The abstract
forest and mountain designs adorning the
freeway’s massive retaining walls aren’t
doing the trick. But just as we exit onto U.S.
Highway 2, I see an eagle, with a seagull in
hot pursuit, flying east toward Ebey Slough.
I get it, birds, I think. Turn here for nature!

Ruminative thoughts—which have a higher

and

I already know,’” Bratman told me, well aware

to figure out exactly why and how.”

“Lots of your working memory gets used up

before

“People always say, ‘So you study something

sending

two

sets

of

participants (all of whom lived in an urban

As we wend along, Mount Rainier’s bald
white

head

mountain
snakes

peeks

ranges.

beside

us.

out

The
I

behind

Skykomish
see

forests

closer
River
and

farmlands—so many shades of green. I feel
a sort of mental unclenching.

environment and had no history of mental

Just after Gold Bar, we turn right onto Mount

disorder) on 90-minute, solo, cellphone-

Index Road, find the Lake Serene trailhead

free walks. One group walked alongside a

parking lot and get the last open spot. It’s

busy thoroughfare; the other walked a path

just after noon. We should’ve left earlier. We

through a natural green space.

throw on backpacks and hiking shoes and set

His team found that participants who went on
the urban walk had no change in ruminative

out. The trail is instantly lovely, shaded by
alders, maples and salmonberry bushes. At

LOV E T H E L A K E S E R E N E T R A I L?

Forterra is working to keep a section of the beloved trail from being logged. You can help
us preserve the trees along the trail and ensure permanent public access to its breathtaking
views, waterfalls and reflective alpine lake.
M A K E A G I F T AT

U S E # S AV E L A K E S E R E N E

F O R T E R R A .O R G /S E R E N E

A N D LO C AT I O N TAG

TAG T H R E E F R I E N D S YO U ’ V E
HIKED WITH ON SOCIAL

“ L A K E S E R E N E — B R I DA L V E I L

M E D I A T O S P R E A D T H E WO R D

FA L L S ” O N S O C I A L M E D I A
@ FO R T E R R A N W

this hour, there aren’t many people heading

Attention Restoration Theory, which asserts

out in our direction, so it’s quiet—just the

that humans have two states of attention,

tromping of our shoes hitting packed earth.

directed and involuntary. We need the

The air smells of pine and dirt. “We’re forest

former to complete difficult tasks, push away

bathing,” I inform Daniel, eager to share some

distractions and get work done. The latter

recently learned terminology.

is engaged effortlessly by interesting, but

A Japanese tradition since the 1980s, forest
bathing (or shinrin-yoku) has been recently
getting a lot of press in the U.S.—last summer
the Washington Post deemed it the “latest

less demanding stimuli—such as a natural
green space. He calls the state of involuntary
attention “soft fascination” (which sounds to
me like an ’80s synth band).

fitness trend.” But it’s not about exercise (and

Berman’s

despite the name, not about nudity either).

involuntary attention is engaged, it gives

The idea is to immerse yourself in the woods

directed attention the chance to rest and

and take it all in—sights, smells, sounds

recuperate. In one study, he found that after

and tactile experiences. Japanese studies

a 50-minute walk in nature, participants

have shown that doing so decreases blood

performed 20 percent better on cognitive

pressure, heart rate and stress hormones,

tests (such as repeating long strings of

and increases a sense of wellbeing.

numbers

to sneak up on your brain and see what it’s
doing, but I don’t think I’m thinking much
at all. In a short time, I’ve already begun to
experience that floaty feeling I get while
hiking, when my mental hyperactivity melts
away and is replaced by something more
bodily. The “thoughts” I’m having are akin to
foot forward, foot forward, ooh pretty moss,
twisted tree, sun dappling, foot forward, foot

backward),

shows

as

that

when

compared

to

people who walked in busy urban areas.
He adds that while directed attention gets
fatigued fairly quickly (leading to irritability,
impatience, a decrease in altruistic behaviors
and

other

unpleasantness),

involuntary

attention seems almost bottomless. “Lots of
people feel mentally spent after a long day of
work,” Berman says, “but nobody ever says,
‘I’m really exhausted from looking at this
waterfall.’”

forward. I decide to try and ruminate a bit.

Speaking of waterfalls. Back on the trail,

What about those emails I’ve been meaning

Daniel and I take the steep spur up to Bridal

to send for days? That seems like something I

Veil Falls, booming with water and kicking up

could really fixate on. But each time I try, my
mind goes adrift. Left foot, right foot, puffy
cloud, nurse log.
Later, I’ll relate this self-devised scientific
study to another expert on the human
brain in nature, Marc Berman, director of
the Environmental Neuroscience Lab at the
University of Chicago. “That’s because your
involuntary

attention

was

engaged,”

he

explains. Berman’s work is centered on the

We know being in
nature makes us feel
better. But we’re trying
to figure out exactly
why and how.
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I check in on my own wellbeing. It’s hard

research

quite a spray. “Well, this is a mist opportunity,” I say.
“Should we keep moving?” Daniel asks. “Moss definitely,”
I reply. I note that the part of my brain responsible for
puns is experiencing a high rate of activity. After making
a particularly arduous climb that tops out at a beautiful
overlook, I say, “I guess what’s good for the glutes is
good for the gander!” In the moment, I both recognize
the silliness of these jokes and feel invigorated by them.
What is it about nature that soothes and softly fascinates
the brain—that blocks pessimistic thoughts and replaces
negative with positive emotion? Bratman and Berman
both concede that given the multiple factors at play, it’s
hard to isolate the cause/effect. But in recent studies,
Berman has shown that our involuntary attention is
drawn to curved edges (as opposed to the straight
lines of built environments)—especially fractal patterns,
those branching repetitions seen in leaves, ferns, trees,
river deltas and mountain ranges. He’s also found that
when the brain is at rest, over time it enters a more
fractal state (with repeated brain patterns) than when
the brain is working hard. Coincidence?
Many questions remain. There’s dosage—how much
nature is needed to be curative? And how long do
the effects last? What types of nature work best?
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Researchers have been able to quantify that bigger
trees have a larger effect than smaller ones, and
evergreen trees have more restorative punch than
deciduous. But does it matter whether they’re in a
manicured Japanese garden or a wild forest? How big a
role does sound play? Smell?
The overarching goal for both Bratman and Berman
is access. As Bratman posits in the conclusion of his
study, “Feasible investments in access to natural
environments could yield important benefits for the
‘mental capital’ of cities and nations.” As our world
becomes more urbanized, more covered in concrete
and straight lines, how might these findings be used in
city planning? If people can’t get to the trees, can we
bring the trees to them?
Out in nature, Daniel and I make our final, scrambly
push and round the corner to Lake Serene. It’s
stunning—a perfect pool of green water, the dark rocky
face of Mount Index shooting up like a castle keep. The
place is teeming with fractals. Leftover slumps of bright
snow are melting fast, adding a soft rushing sound
underneath the birdsong. We see a sign for Lunch Rock
and take its advice. We sit there for a long while, staring
at the water, the trees, the mountain, serene and softly
fascinated. We arrived at the perfect time.

In Places
We Trust
INTERVIEWS BY L AU REN ZONDAG
ILLUSTR ATIONS BY MICHELLE KU MATA

Go-to destinations are sacred because they liven our weary selves.
They are escapes to wild or urban places. Sometimes such places are
recent discoveries; sometimes, they have been with us for years, yet
still ring new. These are some coveted spots.

Lynda Mapes
ENVIRONMENT REPORTER, THE SEATTLE TIMES

The crest of Swanson Mill Road overlooking
the Columbia River, from the Okanogan
National Forest—ravishing by early evening
summer light, views sweep down to the
valley and the shimmer of the river already in
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lavender twilight. The sounds are of wind and
a rare quiet I crave. Best time of year is high
summer, when the smell of cut hay is sweet,
the sun warm and the fruit stands are packed
with peaches and apricots so outrageous
they need a prescription.

Yenvy Pham
CO-OWNER, PHO BAC

I just discovered Pruf Cafe and Bar on
16th and Jackson in Seattle. Unassuming,
simple coffee shop that the Little Saigon
neighborhood badly needed. It’s a place
where time just slows down and interpersonal
connections are reignited. I also just ate at
the first and only Vietnamese snail shop in

Naomi Wachira

Seattle—Bun & Oc right in the middle of Little

AFRO-FOLK SINGER/SONGWRITER

Saigon. It burst with such Vietnamese pride
and delightful dishes. I truly believe that if

The Maryhill Winery has one of the most

we want to preserve culture, we must make

epic views of the Columbia River. What I love

the city more accessible to entrepreneurs.

about the view is not just that I can sit with a

Entrepreneurs keep cultures and traditions

glass of wine and soak in the expanse of the

alive, as well as create new ones.

sky, but also the juxtaposition of the vibrant
green vineyards and brown desert terrain
across the Goldendale Bridge. I feel like the
colors are more vibrant as the sun begins to
set and is not as scorching; it’s easy to truly
relax then.

Ana Mari Cauce
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Magnuson Park is a few miles from the UW

Mark Dyce-Ryan

and in the 30-plus years I’ve been going

PARTNER, WHY FOR GOOD

when they added a dog park where I’d

there, it’s always changing. I remember
take my pups for a run. More recently, a

My favorite new place is our home. Not our

restoration project, designed and installed

house—but our HOME. Never in our lives

by UW environmental studies students, has

did we know there was a place called May

transformed some of the park into a thriving

Valley on the Eastside, south of Cougar

bird habitat. This spring, I saw a pied-billed

Mountain. We’re on nearly an acre—and it’s

grebe carrying its chicks on its back. These

our paradise, filled with peace, joy, happiness

duck-like birds are somewhat drab as adults,

and about a quarter million honey bees

but the babies were a surprise—practically

(We’re new bee daddies!). We’re surrounded

flamboyant, with orange bills and zebra-

by an older, quiet community, farm lands

striped plumage. Watching the grebe family,

and lots of forest—our little slice of heaven.

Magnuson Park felt new once again.

Sarah Littlefield
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PICKER & OWNER, SEATTLE JUNK LOVE

The

tiny,

unincorporated

community

of

Hooper is located in an absolutely gorgeous
area of the state, amidst vast, rolling wheat
fields that remind me of North Dakota, where
I grew up. The contrast of colors—yellow
and browns in the fields and the lush green
along the river banks—are striking. All that
remains is a handful of houses, a tiny post
office, a couple barns along the railroad
tracks and the McGregor building that once
housed a store where you could get anything
you needed.

Sharlese Metcalf
AUDIOASIS HOST, KEXP

Bob Ferguson
WASHINGTON STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL

My favorite place is our cabin, and that
special spot has new importance to me. I’ve
had a busy year at the office, so it’s never
been more important to get off the grid to
recharge and focus on my family. There’s no
cell service (unless I hike up to a waterfall!).
It’s a wild area where I once saw a mountain

I love taking the ferry over to Whidbey

lion prowling around. The cabin is rustic and

Island. My boyfriend’s mom has a farm that

on a remote mountain lake—one of only a

has flowers and organic fruits and veggies

handful in Washington where loons nest, so

that are so beautiful to look at and harvest.

we frequently hear them calling. My nine-

Down the street from the farm is a beach

year-old twins can swim and explore. I can

nestled against a rocky mountainside that’s

unplug and be present with them. My favorite

pretty majestic. As you look at the water, off

time of day may be hot summer afternoons

in the distance is a small silhouette of Seattle.

on the deck with my wife, listening to the kids

I love going to this beach during the summer,

whoop and holler in the lake while Colleen

staring at the sand, the water, the clouds.

and I enjoy a cold drink.

The People-Powered
Coffee House
BY JACOB UIT TI
PHOTOG R APHY BY MELISSA PONDER

Luis and Leona Rodriguez met at Seattle’s

planning the annual Block Party. The Block

Nathan Hale High School. Strolling through

Party, in fact, has vaulted The Station’s

the hallway one afternoon, Leona, carrying

reputation

a life-like baby doll for her childhood

meeting

psychology class, encountered her husband-

sponsorship, the Block Party is a free music

to-be. “Is that your baby?” Luis asked,

festival that celebrates artists of color. Each

smirking. “You want to be the dad?” Leona

summer, hundreds crowd outside The Station

joked right back.

to admire some 30 different musical acts,

Some

20-plus

years

later,

the

couple
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operates The Station, one of Seattle’s most

as

place.

an

unrivaled

Receiving

no

community
corporate

many of which might not otherwise perform
on a main stage.

popular independent coffee shops, in the

The couple, who are raising sons, Mauricio

heart of their longtime neighborhood of

(13) and Leonardo (10), recently upgraded

Beacon Hill. The baristas—African American,

their digs, moving The Station from a small,

transgender—whip spicy Mexican mochas

worn building to a brighter place, twice the

from behind the counter while Kendrick

size, just across the street. The Station now

Lamar or old-school Big Daddy Kane plays

occupies a first floor storefront in the new

on the speakers.

Plaza Roberto Maestas building, which is

Opened in 2010, The Station welcomes
people of all backgrounds—the parent with a
baby, the campaign organizer, the musician

significant, Luis Rodriguez says: “We are in
a non-gentrified building with a lot of our
P-O-C (people of color) friends.”

Why did you open a café?
Luis: Love of coffee. I grew up drinking coffee.
My father and my mother used to give us café
Mexicano or café con leche. (Luis was born
and raised in Baja, but he’s lived in Seattle for
much of his life).
Leona: To be my own boss, which also
works well for Luis. When we first opened
The Station, I didn’t work there for about
three years. I had a corporate job. We have
two kids so I stayed there to make sure this
was established and then I quit and came on
full-time.
When you opened, who was your intended

family—not blood-related—but it’s just feeling

customer?

safe. You know how you go somewhere and

Luis: Definitely P-O-C folks. I wanted to give
back to my community and open a coffee
shop that belonged to us.
Leona: I wanted everybody to come. I knew
from the get-go it was going to be different

you just don’t feel welcome, you don’t feel
right? I hope The Station doesn’t feel that
way for anybody.
Is Seattle headed in the direction you want
for your children?
Luis: I don’t know. It all depends on if the city

coffee shop was not going to be a Starbucks-

builds this new youth jail or not. If they build

type environment with the phony hellos and

it, then I’ll say no, they’re doing exactly what

writing names on cups. We just already know

they want to do, which is incarcerate our

your name before you come in. We have your

black and brown kids. If I see Seattle doing

coffee ready by the time you go and order it.

great things for our community, our brown

Who do you hire?
Luis: The people I want to hire have always
been people that don’t get hired anywhere
else: transgender people, black women.
Those are the people I want to hire because
those are our people.
Do you feel successful?
Luis: Yes. Success for me is not money.
Success for me is happiness. The fact we
have created a place that has hired seven
people with families, that is success. (Luis
and Leona were staunch proponents of the
$15 an hour minimum wage). But I want us
to be even more successful. I want to open
more businesses so I can hire more people.
What does ‘community’ mean to you?
Luis: Community is not just about a group of
people. It’s about building a place for all of us

and black folks and our homeless folks and
do something with rent control, then I’ll
say yes.
When you think about retirement do you
think about staying in Seattle?
Luis: It’s a beautiful city. It’s definitely a place
where you’d want to raise your kids but only
if it stays the way it is or gets even more
brown and more queer.
Leona: I’m from here, my family’s from here.
And I feel like no one is pushing me out. I’m
not about to leave nowhere if I can help it.
My grandmother had to sell her (Central
District) home of 50 years and we all grew
up in that house and that was really
devastating. It really pissed me off. It’s
beautiful that another family is there, and
that’s fine, but it’s just that I have to like, I
guess, in protest, stay here forever.

and taking care of each other.
Leona: It’s a vibe, a welcoming space.
Everybody’s welcome and everybody’s free

THIS INTERVIEW HAS B EEN EDITED

to speak their mind. It’s like a big, extended

AND CONDENSED.
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from any other coffee shop. Luis opening a

A NEW SEASON OF

Bird
Watching
PAGE 36

ILLUSTR ATIONS AND ESSAY BY K ATHERINE MOES

During my final year at university, a zoology

naptime and in the evenings when I collapsed

course introduced me to bird watching. I

into a heap on the couch.

found birding to be a relaxing pursuit that
allowed me to immerse myself in nature’s
peace while taking in all of its sights and
sounds. My interest in feathered creatures
grew over the years as I discovered birdcalls
and observed new behaviors and flight
patterns. Each bird walk I took was different.
Most of all, I enjoyed the meditative quality
of being out among the birds.

One Christmas, I received a couple of suet
feeders and a big sack of black sunflower
seeds. If I couldn’t get out on a walk to
find birds, I would invite them to find me. I
hung the feeders on my South Seattle deck.
At first, some common species dropped
by: chickadees, bushtits, house sparrows,
Steller’s jays and juncos. I’d point them out
to the kids as we sat together at the kitchen

A few years after my first child was born, I

table. But as time passed, more unusual

tried to go birding with him—but to no avail.

visitors arrived: Townsend’s Warbler, Pine

A noisy, fussy toddler does not make for easy

siskin, Downy woodpeckers. These became

company on a bird walk. I wish I could say

our nature moments and soon, if the kids

that I got up early and headed out on my

spotted a bird on the feeder without me,

own, but I didn’t. I soon let go, admitting to

they’d run and find me no matter where I

myself that I no longer could go bird watching.

happened to be in the house. Together, we

At least not in the manner I had known.

chased off the chubby squirrels that would

Fast-forward a few years. I now was a mama
with two small kiddos, one in kindergarten

stuff their cheeks with the sunflower seeds
any chance they got.

and the other a toddler. My days consisted

I started maintaining a bird journal. By the

of LEGO, Play-Doh, school drop-off, school

end of one winter, I had listed 14 different

pick-up, reading to my kids, doling out

species that had come to feed outside

snacks and cleaning up endless amounts of

the kitchen window. Inspired, I decided to

toys. The only “me time” I could manage was

illustrate what I had spotted (I had earned

a two-hour stretch in the afternoon during

a scientific illustration certificate from the
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ILLUSTR ATIONS OF THE SE RIES IN PROG RESS FROM
THE ARTIST’ S SKETCHBOOK .
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University of Washington). Fourteen different
illustrations might not seem like much but it
was a big commitment for a busy stay-athome mom like me. There also were times
when I realized what I had drawn wasn’t any
good and I started all over again.
It took me nearly two years to complete all
14 illustrations. By the time I had finished, my
youngest was three and going to preschool—
a new chapter in motherhood. Mothering
small children is incredibly rewarding—but it
also can be exhausting. The time at my desk
drawing creatures gave me the same peace
and quiet I enjoyed when I used to venture
out on my bird walks. My soul, once again,
found rest in nature.

13

1 . PINE SISKIN , SPINUS PINUS 2 . ANNA’ S H U MMING BIRD, C ALYPTE ANNA 3 . AME RICAN CROW,
CORVUS BR ACHYRHYNCHOS 4 . HOUSE SPARROW, PASSER DOMESTICUS 5 . NORTHE RN
FLICKE R , COL APTES AUR ATUS 6 . DARK- E YE D J U NCO, JUNCO HYEMALIS 7. B EWICK’ S
WRE N , THRYOMANES BEWICKII 8 . TOWNSE ND’ S WARBLE R , SETOPHAGA TOWNSENDI
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9. BL ACK- CAPPE D CHICK ADE E , POECILE ATRIC APILLUS 10. HOUSE FINCH ,
HAEMORHOUS MEXIC ANUS 11 . BUSHTIT, PSALTRIPARUS MINIMUS
12 . DOWNY WOODPECKE R , PICOIDES PUBESCENS 13 . RU FOUS -SIDE D
TOWHE E , PIPILO ERY THROPHTHALMUS 14 . STE LLE R ’ S JAY,
CYANOCIT TA STELLERI

14

Inclusive Change for
an Iconic Corner
After months of work, a partnership forms
to secure an historic urban block
INTERVIEWS BY MELISSA HELLMANN
ILLUSTR ATION BY OLIVIA STEPHENS

The African-American presence in Seattle’s

“beautiful, brilliant and best” in the region’s

Central

African diaspora—socially, artistically and

District

goes

back

130

years,

expanding rapidly after World War II. Storied
neighborhood

residents

include

painter

Jacob Lawrence; musicians Jimi Hendrix,
Jones; Washington’s first female AfricanAmerican pediatrician, Dr. Blanche Lavizzo;
and slain education advocate and civilrights activist Edwin Pratt.

In 2016, Africatown asked Forterra to help
secure keystone land at 23rd Avenue and
East Union Street—the epicenter of the
neighborhood, and a place fraught with
controversy over differing redevelopment
plans. Months of negotiations succeeded
in an agreement to acquire a portion of the

Alongside these bright talents is a dark

block for affordable housing, neighborhood-

history of prejudice and discrimination. Post-

based businesses and organizations and

war practices of redlining and restrictive

space

covenants effectively forced Black people

Africatown and Forterra are teaming up with

to

Capitol Hill Housing, a nonprofit housing

the

Central

District.

This

makes

displacement of longtime residents today
particularly painful. In the early 1970s, the
Central District was 70 percent AfricanAmerican. Today it’s 18 percent.

for

community

gatherings.

Now,

developer, on next steps.
On

the

page

that

follows:

reactions

from neighborhood residents about the
impending change.

Africatown is a community group working to
strengthen the African-American presence
in the Central District and nurture what’s

L A N D FO R G O O D

Forterra secures places—urban, rural and wild—that are keystones to a sustainable
future for all. From wildlands, working farms and forests, to places in the city for
affordable housing, parks and the arts, we work simultaneously across all landscapes
because all are interconnected.
LEARN MORE: FORTERRA.ORG/OUR-WORK
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Ernestine Anderson, Ray Charles and Quincy

economically.

“I’d like to not see a bunch
more condos [in the Central
District], but that’s just the
way things are going.”
– G REG MCCORMICK , MANAG E R AT
THE NEIG HBOR L ADY

“My hope is we will get African
Americans back in the area and regain
our rich culture. The area has changed
so dramatically but to miss out on our
culture entirely would be a tragedy.”

2308 E AST U NION STRE ET

– REV. REGGIE WITHE RSPOON , PASTOR OF
MOU NT CALVARY CHRISTIAN CE NTE R
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1412 23RD AVE N U E

“My family has been in the Central Area for
about 110 years, but there’s a lot of people
who aren’t from the area who have a lot of
opinions about what needs to happen.”
– IAN EISE NB E RG , OWNE R OF U NCLE IKE ’ S
2310 E AST U NION STRE ET

WHAT DOES THE NEIGHBORHOOD
THINK OF THE CHANGE COMING TO

23

RD

& UNION?

“One of the reasons African Americans are
moving out is because of rent. My hope is
that people can at least afford to pay their
rent and live here. A lot of them are born
here. They’re just being forced to leave.”
– DANIE L B E R AKI , OWNE R OF E AST AFRICA L . L .C .
AND ESSE NCE TR ANSPORTATION
2301 E AST U NION STRE ET

“It’s a good project. I love it... to keep
African Americans’ footprint here. I
hope they don’t overprice anything.”
– E ARL L ANCASTE R , OWNE R OF
E ARL’ S CUTS AND ST YLES
1162 23RD AVE N U E
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“I’m not happy because I have two
businesses on the block and we’ll have to
relocate. If we manage to stay, business
will be better. It will be more diverse in
terms of gender, sexuality, race. I think
there will be more good changes coming.”
– MICHALE BE R AKI , OWNE R OF NOB LE SPIRITS
2307 E . U NION STRE ET

“There was a lot of tension and protests going
on before the sale happened. And since then,
I feel like because of the partnership with
Africatown, the tension has really eased because
the project... is meeting a lot of demands that are
needed for the neighborhood.”
– SHIRLE Y HE NDE RSON , CO - OWNE R OF SQUIRRE L CHOPS
2201 E AST U NION STRE ET

Lichens: Nature’s
Ambient Noise
TE X T BY MINH NGUYEN
SCU LPTU RE BY MICHELLE KU MATA

On acid rocks, rooftops and limestone
gravestones, lichens are quiet explosions,
the elegant blemishes of age and decay.
Poets deem them stoic, statements of the
liquid passage of time. Scientists call them
useful, indicators of clean air. Their growth
can be analyzed to approximate the ages of
natural masses, like flints and moraines.
Their history is richer than you’d imagine. In
18th century France, women mixed lichen
with lavender and rose essence to dust the
inside of their wigs to keep bugs away. The
unemployed in North Wales scraped lichens
off rocks to sell to dye workers. Herbalists
used the organisms to treat the body parts
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they resembled: Lung lichen was used for
respiration issues, hair-moss for an itching
scalp, dog lichen for “mad dog bites.” Pacific
Northwest First Nations and indigenous
peoples of Canada scraped lichen to eat as
snacks, boil with fish or add flavor to soups.

Sunburst
XANTHORIA

The Iroquois washed lichens in water and ash
to remove their bitter taste and then boiled

These clusters of wrinkly discs contain an

them in grease.

infinity of orange: shades of goldenrod,

Every lichen is a composite organism. There
are four main types: fruticose (shrubby),
foliose

(leafy),

crustose

(crusty)

and

squamulose (scaly). The number of identified
lichen hovers at 21,000. More than 1,000
types grow in the Pacific Northwest. Here are
some native to our region:

Lung
LOBARIA

Lobaria is leathery with ridges and pits,
resembling lung tissue. They are bright green
when wet, olive brown when dry. Flip over
one of the lobes to peer at a pale cream
underside. Lung lichen thrives in damp oldgrowth

forests

like

Washington’s

North

Cascades National Park, Colville National
Forest and Gifford Pinchot National Forest.

cantaloupe, ochre, carotene, russet, marigold,
tangelo. Xanthoria elegans—elegant sunburst
lichen—has lobes. These mini-fireworks grow
on rocks, such as those found along the coast
of the Willamette Valley-Puget Trough.

Dog
PELTIGERA

Peltigera are scaly with sometimes crinkly
edges and white hairlike growths. They
grow on soil, moss, trees, rocks and damp
turf. They can be found at the Columbia
River Gorge.

Cup
CLADONIA

Cup lichen grows on moss, wood, soil, sand
and roof shingles. It sometimes sprouts
brownish or red-fruiting knobs. You can
find them crowding on rock outcrops in the
Cascades or on sand dunes in Moses Lake.
Noted for its cup shape, different species
of Cladonia resemble vessels for different
beverages: fimbriatas have cups with slim
stems, like wine glasses; pyxidatas are stout,
like schooners.

Beard
USNEA

If you grew up plunging tent stakes into
the forest floors on the Olympic Peninsula,
you’ve likely encountered beard lichen—a
mini-bush, lucent avocado green, identifiable
by its tassels and elasticity. To understand its
anatomy, loosely cup a bundle in your hand.
With the other, pull apart a filament. It’ll split
open, revealing its middle. That’s the medulla.
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